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considering feasibility and reliability issues [8, 9]. Other efforts
have biased PFET back-gates to control the threshold voltage
and NBTI degradation [10]. However, biasing FinFET backgates with varying voltage levels in different modes increases
the complexity and overhead of the design, and may impose
high penalty on its reliability.

Abstract— This paper proposes a new FinFET based SRAM
cell and a cache architecture that efficiently exploits our SRAM
cell for low-power and robust memory design. Our cache
architecture uses invert coding scheme to encode the input data
of a word line by taking into account the data composition. Based
on the new data distribution, we propose two new asymmetric
SRAM cells (AABG and ADWL) utilizing adaptive back-gate
feedback that significantly improve cache power consumption
and reliability, and provide higher performance in state-of-theart SRAM caches. The results show that the AABG cell is a good
candidate for robust and low power caches, while the ADWLbased SRAM cache is low power and high performance cache.
The simulations are performed on SPEC CPU 2006 benchmarks
with GEM5 and HSPICE in 20nm independent gate FinFET
technology. The results show that the proposed AABG (ADWL)based cache improves static and dynamic power by at least 13%
and 35% (17% and 12%) respectively, compared to other stateof-the-art cells, while guaranteeing 2.7X (1.98X) lower NBTI
degradation with less than 1.5% area overhead.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first FinFET-based
SRAM design that improves cell characteristics while
considering their variability and reliability. Our main
contributions are outlined below.
- In this paper, we exploit the asymmetry of cell-level
characteristics with respect storing data. Within cache
word lines, we skew the stored data towards a high
proportion of ‘0’ using invert coding. Given the new data
distribution, we propose two asymmetric FinFET based
SRAM cells that are optimized for storing zeros, AABG &
ADWL. They utilize adaptive back-gate feedback, which
improves write performance, power consumption and cell
variability while considering read stability.
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I.

- Cell level results show that both the proposed cells
improve static power, write margin and variability
compared to other state-of-the-art cells. In addition we
show that data encoding dramatically reduces NBTI
degradation. Considering process variations, after three
years of experiencing NBTI, the AABG and ADWL cells
have 2.76X and 1.98X lower read failure with respect to
other state-of-the-art cells.

INTRODUCTION

SRAM caches dominate the chip area in today’s system-onchips. However, scaling SRAM designs to minimum feature
size of a nanoscale technology degrades the yield and stability
due to several issues that affect the cell, such as process
variations, short channel effect and Negative Bias Temperature
Instability (NBTI) degradation. To solve some of these
challenges, FinFET devices with double gate and highly
controllable channels have been introduced. FinFET structures
have sharper current-voltage characteristics, which decrease the
short channel effect. FinFETs structured with independent
gates increase the design flexibility since two gates can be
biased separately [1, 2]. Innovative back-gate design and
dynamic back-gate biasing not only improves the
power/performance characteristics of circuits but also increases
their reliability and stability [3-6].

- Our cache level simulations with SPEC CPU2006
benchmarks show that the proposed AABG (ADWL)
cache has 13% and 35% (17% and 12%) better static and
dynamic power respectively with respect to other state-ofthe-art caches with about 1.5% peripheral area overhead.
Finally we show that the AABG SRAM array is good for
designing low power and robust caches, while the ADWL
cache is appropriate for low power and high performance
usage.

In SRAM cells, each cell operation mode, i.e. read, write
and hold, requires specific back-gate biasing to achieve high
performance. For example, for high stability, the write
operation needs strong access transistors; in contrast, the read
operation needs weak access transistors. The same requirement
exists for pull up and pull down transistors in main body for
read and write operations [7]. Several recent papers have
optimized SRAM cells for read, write or hold characteristics
while minimizing the overhead in other modes without
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II. BACKGROUND & RELATED WORK
Independent-gate FinFETs add a degree of freedom when
designing back gate connections of transistors in SRAM cells.
Prior efforts have used the back-gate of FinFET to improve
write operation at the expense of read characteristics or vice
versa. In [11], the back-gate is used to control the read
performance and write ability of SRAM cells. A Double Gate
(DG) FinFET SRAM cell is investigated in [12]. The back-gate
of access transistors in DG cell is grounded to make them weak
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[13], improving read stability at the expense of write
performance. In Yin-Yang feedback cell [14], the storage node
is connected directly to the back-gate of access transistor
(Adaptive Back Gate feedback/ABG), which improves the
write ability and write performance. Work in [15] uses double
word line, Write Word line (WWL) and Read Word Line
(RWL) for front and back gates of access transistors
respectively. During write operation, both lines are activated,
while in read mode, only RWL is activated. This method
improves read stability of cell. Yet another modification is
introduced on Yin-Yang cells in [8] (BKL cell), which
connects the back gates of PFET transistors to write word line,
improving the write margin of cell. In read and hold modes,
bias of 0V or 0.48V is assigned to PFET back gates. This
improves the read characteristics, but also increases its hold
power. Due to PFET back-gate biasing in read and hold modes,
the cell has high NBTI degradation and reliability issues, which
is not considered. On similar lines, in the design in [9], both
PFET back gates are biased to ‘1’ in hold mode for decreasing
static power. Back-gate voltages are optimized during read
operation for achieving maximal read SNM. However, the
design requires large area, energy and latency overhead to bias
the cells during various operating modes. Further, due to
supply voltage variation and voltage scaling features in modern
caches, the effective voltages over cell frequently change,
thereby altering the optimum back gate voltage dynamically.
Further, both cells ([8] and [9]) are controlled with high
external voltage, which increases intermediate node activity
and reduces cache stability. In summary, prior cell designs only
achieve improvements in one or two cell characteristics, while
degrading other parameters. In contrast, we design cache
structures with reduced dependency on the data stored in the
cells, allowing us to reconfigure back-gate connections, to
improve power, performance, reliability and variability
simultaneously.

TABLE 1. OPTIMAL SIGNALS FOR BACK GATE OF FINFETS IN 6T SRAM [9]
Pull up
Pull down
Access
PFET
NFET
Transistors
Stored Data
0
Vdd
0
Vdd
0
Vdd
1
0
1
0
0
1
Read
0
1
0
1
1
1
Write
1
X*
X
0
0
X
Hold

*X: Don’t care

III.

In the cache structure, we count the number of 1’s in each
word line and invert lines with more than 50% 1’s. While
systems have evolved to store 64-bit data, majority of the
values stored in caches have narrow-widths. This has been
exploited for power and performance optimizations in the
cache, register files of microprocessor [16, 17]. Our
simulations verify this observation on ten SPEC CPU 2006
benchmarks, showing that more than 93% of data used ≤32 bits
to represent data, while the upper 32-bits had ≥96% zeros.
Therefore, our proposed method implements the invert-coding
scheme only for the lower 32 bits. This significantly reduces
the power and area overhead of peripheral circuitry. In a
system where data is not expected to be narrow-width, the
invert-coding scheme must be implemented on the entire 64 bit
length.
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The goal of this paper is to leverage adaptive back-gate
feedback in the 6T SRAM structure to improve cell
characteristics in all three modes of hold, read and write. The
optimal connections desired for FinFET back-gates in 6T
SRAM cell are illustrated in Table 1 [9]. Data stored in an
SRAM cell (i.e. 0 or 1) is non-deterministic. Therefore, it is not
possible to improve all characteristics of SRAM cell by
modifying the back gate connections. Instead, Table 1 shows
that each proposed configuration (back-gate modification) is
appropriate for one or two specific modes and cannot satisfy
the requirements of all modes simultaneously. Designers
typically consider two design goals for back-gate biasing: (i)
the mode(s) to be improved: write, read or hold. The
requirements of these modes are in conflict in several cases, for
e.g., as seen by the PFET and NFET back gate voltages in read
and hold modes (Table 1); (ii) the stored data for which cell
performs better: ‘0’ or ‘1’. As shown in Table 1, the best backgate connection tends to depend on the cell value. Since the
input data is considered to be random, there is no simple way
to achieve the optimal cell modification. To address this issue,
we first decrease the data dependency on stored bit in cache
architecture and then design the cell to improve read, write and
hold characteristics simultaneously for the particular optimized
data value (in our case zeros).

PROPOSED SRAM

A. Data Encoding
As we discussed in the previous section, the optimal design
of the FinFET SRAM cell depends on the data saved in it. In
order to decrease the data dependency in storage nodes, we use
data encoding to increase the proportion of zeroes stored in the
cache. This allows us to optimize FinFET cell structure for
storing zeros, and enables us to improve overall SRAM array
characteristics.

(b)

Figure 2. (a) Invert-coding block (b) decoding block

The structure of SRAM array with proposed cells is shown
in Figure 1. An invert-coding & decoding blocks are used to
process data before writing to the cache. The block operates in
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parallel with the address (row/column) decoding, and therefore
does not add latency to read and write operations. In the cache
structure, an extra flag bit (Invert-Bit) is added to each word
line to indicate whether the original or inverted data are written
on cache.
The invert-coding block, shown in Figure 2, consists of two
stages. First the comparator block counts the number of ones in
each word and compares it to a threshold value (N/2 where N is
length of each word). If the number of ones is higher than
threshold, the invert-bit becomes ‘1’ and the second stage
XORs invert the input data before putting them on the cache
I/O. Details of invert-coding and comparator circuits are
described in [18]. Similarly, in read mode the decoder circuit
uses XOR blocks to transfer cache data to output bus based on
flag bit (Invert-Bit). The area overhead of peripheral circuits is
negligible compared to cache area (~ 0.1% for a 32KB cache).
However, the area overhead of extra flag bit in each word is
about 1.5% for 64-bit line cache.
B. Proposed SRAM cells
With data encoding, storage nodes are expected to store ‘0’
for majority of the time. This provides an opportunity to design
back-gate connections for low power and stable cell. Table 1
shows that the back-gate connection of the conventional 6TSRAM cell (in main body) is well suited for the read operation.
Due to the expected data characteristics, the cell (main body
NFETs and PFETs) can now be modified such that write and
hold characteristics are improved. Since back-gate of access
transistors greatly affect the read stability of cell, we can
compensate degradation with access transistor modification.
Figure 3 shows two proposed low power Asymmetric Double
Word Line (ADWL) and Asymmetric Adaptive Back Gate
feedback (AABG) cells based on 6T SRAM. AABG is
designed to be robust, low variation and low power, while the
ADWL targets low power and high performance with less
emphasis on variability.
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Figure 3. The proposed 6T-SRAM cells (a) Asymmetric Adaptive Back Gate
feedback cell (AABG) (b) Asymmetric Double Word Line cell (ADWL)

The cell modifications with respect to the original 6T cell are:
(i) Connecting back-gate of M3 to VDD node: As QB node is
‘1’ majority of the time, connecting back gate of M3 to Vdd
makes M3 weak. As Table 1 shows, this connection improves
the write ability due to weakness of main body without
negative effect on hold characteristics. In addition, this
asymmetric structure increases the effective average time that
the gates of pull-up PFET are biased with ‘1’, since both gates
of M4 and back gate of M3 are biased by ‘1’ voltage when Q
storing zero. This connection decreases the cell power
consumption in write, read and hold modes and also

significantly decreases the NBTI degradation over cell,
improving the lifetime of the cache.
(ii) Connecting the back-gate of M2 to GND node: The write
operation can be performed from either side of the cell. When
storing ‘0’ on Q, the right side invertor is in weak mode due to
bias of ‘1’ at the back gate of PFET transistors. Based on
Table 1, connecting back-gate of M2 to GND improves the
write characteristics without affecting the hold mode.
Moreover, this connection weakens the left back-to-back
inverter, and creates fair competition between them
(decreasing static power and asymmetry of the cell).
(iii) Back gate connection on access transistors: Our proposed
cells use two approaches for back-gate connection in access
transistors. The AABG connects back-gates of access
transistors to storage nodes, and ADWL uses an extra read
word line for back-gate of access transistors.
iii. A. Access transistor connections in AABG cell [14]
This connection improves the read ability of cell (see Table 1).
When the cell saves ‘0’, the related access transistor goes to
weak mode and decreases the drive current through cell. This
can increase stability of SRAM (high drive current when
reading from cell can change the saved value). This
connection reduces the area and improves stability, balancing
the performance in both read and write operations. Two
disadvantages of this connection are: high static power and
low write performance. Hold power is high since the access
transistors in the node which saves ‘1’ never turns off and is
always leaky through the bitline (BL). Moreover it decreases
the write current of cell because the write operation is
performed from both sides of cell. The weakness of access
transistor on one side can degrade write performance.
iii. B. Double word lines in ADWL access connection [15]
As mentioned above, strong access transistors during read
operation causes read failure. High read current may be
considered as a write operation, flipping the cell. However, the
solution of adaptive back-gate connection improves read
stability with overhead in hold power and write performance.
In ADWL cell (Figure 3 b), we use dual word line strategy.
For write operation, both WWL and RWL are active with
strong access transistors, and high write current with
proportionally high write performance. In read mode, we only
activate RWL signal to decrease the read path current and read
failure of system. This approach needs an extra read word line
(RWL) and control circuit. In summary, this connection is
good for very low leakage and stable systems that require high
write performance.
IV.

EXPRIMENTAL RESULTS

We next compare the characteristics of both AABG and
ADWL cells with DG [12], ABG [14] and BKL cells [8] that
connect the transistor’s back-gate to fixed voltages or nodes.
First, we compare cell level characteristics of cells at different
supply voltages. Second, we evaluate NBTI degradation and
the effects of process variations on cell failures. Finally, we
show the power improvement of proposed cells at the cache
level using SPEC CPU 2006 benchmarks [19]. GEM5
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Simulator [20] is used to extract cache level memory trace
from benchmarks. All circuit-level simulations are performed
with HSPICE in 20nm Independent-Gate FinFET technology
[21] (nominal Vdd=900mV).
A. Cell characteristics
Leakage Power is the main source of power consumption in
SRAM cells. In proposed AABG and ADWL cells, the new
configuration on FinFET back-gates effectively decreases the
static power when the cell stores ‘0’ on Q node. In both
proposed cells, when saving ‘0’, the M2 is in weak mode and
the Q voltage is close to zero. This voltage applies to front gate
of M3 and puts it in ON mode (not strong). Thus, the back-toback inverter loops become weaker than DG and ABG cells
and they consume lower leakage power. On the other hand,
when the cell saves ‘1’, the back-to-back inverters are in the
strong mode and consume similar static power as other cells.
Table 2 compares the average static power of all cells at
different supply voltages. The power consumption of BKL cell
is very large since back gates of both PFETs are connected to
zero voltage (WL signal), and both inverters have high leakage.
The power difference between AABG and ADWL is due to
their leakage current through access transistors. During hold
mode, both front and back gates of access transistors in ADWL
cell are biased with zero voltage but the access transistors in
AABG cell are leaky from the storage nodes. As Table 2
shows, at lower supply voltages, the differences in power
consumption become minor since access transistors cannot be
strongly active. The results show that the AABG and ADWL
cells consume less power as compared to other cells since the
hold power is averaged over saving ‘1s’ and ‘0s’. This power
benefit of proposed cells is expected to increase if data has a
higher proportion of ones.
TABLE 2. STATIC POWER OF CELLS WITH DIFFERENT SUPPLY VOLTAGES
SRAM Cells
Vdd
DG [12] ABG[14] BKL [8]
AABG
ADWL
0.9
8.17n
8.19n
49.64u
7.58n
7.43n
0.8
6.01n
6.02n
30.92u
5.58n
5.47n
0.7
4.41n
4.42n
16.37u
4.09n
4.02n
0.6
3.13n
3.13n
6.92u
2.91n
2.85n
0.5
2.10n
2.10n
2.06u
1.95n
1.91n

Write Performance: Two effective methods to increase the
write performance are: weakness of main body and increasing
the strength of access transistors in write mode. When the main
body is weak, the access transistors have stronger control over
the cell and can immediately flip the storage node values.
Using ABG feedback on access transistors weakens them,
increasing the write access time (ABG & AABG cells).
Instead, DG and ADWL cells have better write performance
since they have stronger access transistors on write operation.
Figure 4 compares the access time of different cells at 900mV
supply voltage. In BKL cell, applying write word line to back
gates of pull up PFETs makes them weak. The same scenario
exists in proposed cells where both inverters of the main are
weaken during write. Thus, the average access time
improvement of AABG cell is comparable with BKL cell. The
main body of AABG and ADWL cells is weak when storing
‘0’, hence writing a ‘1’ on the two cells requires 1.8X and 2.6X
shorter time respectively, compared to writing a ‘0’.
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Figure 4. Write access time and write margins of cells vs. supply voltage

Figure 4 compares the write margin of cells at different supply
voltages. In SRAM cell high write margin mean write ability
which depends on strength of access transistor and weakness of
main body. As Figure 4 shows the ADWL cell has the higher
write margin than other cells since write mode it has both
features in access transistor and main body. In contrast the cell
with weak access transistor and strong main body (ABG cell)
results in poor margin.
Read and hold stability: High current through access
transistor changes the value of the cell and causes read failures.
Thus, increasing read current for performance purposes must
consider read stability. The ABG connection on Yin-Yang cell
is used to decrease the read current through the discharge node
(node which stores zero). Both BKL and AABG cells use this
connection to improve the read stability. In ADWL cell, we use
dual word line for read and write operation. In read mode only
RWL is active, and weak access transistors control the current
through access transistor. Although all these cells have
comparable read currents, we will explain in next section that
the read failure rates are different due to process variations and
NBTI degradation. For SRAM cell, the Signal to Noise
Margin (SNM) is a parameter that shows the stability of a cell.
Figure 5 shows the read and hold SNMs of all SRAM cells at
different supply voltages. The proposed cells have similar
stability compared to other cells at all supply voltages,
especially when Vdd is higher than 800mV. The ABG and DG
cell has high SNM stability since they have strong main body
in read and hold modes respectively. When considering process
variations, stability will decrease because there is no adaptive
feedback in cell structure. In other words, BKL, AABG,
ADWL and several other designs accept some degradation on
cell stability to improve power, performance and variability of
system.

(a)
(b)
Figure 5. (a) Read and (b) Hold SNM of SRAM cells vs. supply voltage

B. Process variations & cell failure rates
In highly scaled technologies, variability changes device
characteristics and may cause cell failures. As new designs use
transistors with minimum size, the device variations have a
large impact on cell variability. In this paper, we modeled
process variations as Gaussian distribution with 3 V equal to
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10% on the size and threshold voltage of transistors [22]. The
simulations are performed by applying 1000 iterations of
Monte Carlo simulation on SRAM cell during read operation.
Figure 6 shows variation diagrams of read and hold modes with
considering process variations. The low variability of proposed
cells is due to adaptive feedback on M3 and M2 transistor.
These connections prevent the effect of device variations from
being transferred to cell characteristics. Therefore, the cells
with ABG connection on access transistors have better
controllability in read path current and lower variability
compare to DG and ADWL cells.

and ADWL cells have 2.76X and 1.98X better read failure
respect to other cells. In addition, the absolute value of SNM
change for different cells in hold and read SNMs are listed in
Table 3. The proposed cells have low SNM variation due to
NBTI effect, demonstrating their robustness. Our future work
is to use techniques to uniformly distribute data in cache,
which can efficiently reduce the worst-case failure on cache.

Figure 7. Read failures of SRAM cells before and after three years NBTI
effect with 1000 Monte Carlo iterations
TABLE 3. THE READ AND HOLD SNMS VARIATIONS AFTER THREE YEARS
Figure 6. Sigma/mean variations of SRAM cells at 900mV supply voltage

In sub-45nm technologies the NBTI effect increases the
absolute threshold voltage of transistor over time and creates
cell failures [23]. The change in the threshold voltage of the
PFETs over time due to NBTI is given by [24]:
'Vth  static

A (1  G )t ox  Ct

2n

(1)
Where C is a constant exponentially related to activation
energy, n is type of the trap generator molecules (PFET is
~1.6), t is time, tox is oxide thickness and G is the fitting
parameter. A is related linearly to hole concentration and
exponentially to temperature and oxide electric field. The acvariation for threshold voltage is modeled as:
(2)
'Vth ac D'Vth static
Value of α is 0.796 for 50% duty cycle. Higher the
percentage of one in gate of PFET transistors, means smaller α
and proportionally lower the threshold variation during the
time. Data encoding in proposed cache increases the
percentage of 1’s on pull-up PFET transistors since the left
back-to-back inverter (M4) is mostly biased with ‘1’, and the
back-gate of M3 is always biased to ‘1’. This can significantly
improve the NBTI degradation.
For workloads that mostly comprise of zeros, the new
mapping and cell structure has huge improvements in
performance and power of the cache. We used average
percentage of ‘0’ in SPEC 2006 benchmarks to evaluate and
model the NBTI degradation on cells (section IV.B). The
variations in the characteristics of proposed cells are minimal
with respect to other cells due to modifications of the backgates of PFET transistors and data mapping. The BKL cell has
high read failure since it biases PFET back-gates with ‘0’
voltage during hold and read modes. This voltage connection
considerably changes the threshold voltage of PFETs over
time. Figure 7 shows the effect of NBTI degradation on read
failure of different cells after 1000 iterations of Monte Carlo
Simulation. After three years NBTI degradation, the AABG

DG [12]

SRAM Cells
ABG [14]
BKL [8]

AABG

ADWL

Hold SNM

5.34mV

5.35mV

36.61mV

2.38mV

2.56mV

Read SNM

12.103mV

11.04mV

7.36mV

5.76mV

7.49mV

C. Cache Level Results
In this section, we design 32KB L1 cache utilizing different
cell structures. The components of cache (Figure 1), such as
sense amplifier, cells, decoders, buffers, etc. are designed at the
transistor level with HSPICE tool. We used ten SPEC
CPU2006 benchmarks to compare the proposed cells to other
cell designs. The memory trace of L1 cache for different
benchmarks is extracted using GEM5 simulator. Processor
configurations are listed in Table 4.
TABLE 4. BASELINE PROCESSOR CONFIGURATIONS
Frequency
2GHz
L1 Cache
32KB, 2-way, LRU
L2 Cache
512KB, 8-way, LRU
Memory
4G

We first use the invert-coding scheme to increase the
percentage on zeros. Figure 8 shows the data distribution on
different SPEC CPU2006 benchmarks after implementing
invert-coding scheme on lower 32 bits of data. The dynamic
and static power results for different caches are shown in
Figure 9 and Figure 10. In both figures, the results are
normalized to ABG dynamic and static power. Figure 9 shows
that the AABG and ADWL cells have 13% and 17% lower
static power with respect to other cells. The power is obtained
by considering power overhead of added peripheral and flag bit
to proposed caches. The statistical comparison of memory trace
shows that the number of writes in proposed cells decreases
significantly due to writing a ‘0’ on cache which contains
majority ‘0’ data. The comparison of dynamic power in Figure
10 shows that AABG and ADWL have at least 35% and 12%
lower dynamic power with respect to other cells. The small
amount higher dynamic power of DG [12] is due to high write
current and performance of the cells while the access transistor
connection in ABG and AABG cells controls the
write/dynamic power.
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[3]
[4]
[5]
[6]

Figure 8. Data distribution on SPEC 2006 benchmarks after data mapping on
lower 32 bits.

[7]
[8]
[9]
[10]

[11]
Figure 9. Normalized static power consumption of different caches with SPEC
2006 benchmarks
[12]
[13]

[14]
[15]
Figure 10. Normalized dynamic power consumption of different caches with
SPEC 2006 benchmarks

V. CONCLUSION
We propose a new SRAM architecture that efficiently
exploits FinFET transistors for low-power cache design. First,
we devised a cache architecture that encodes stored data to
have a high proportion of zeros. To fully utilize such
asymmetric data dependency, we designed two new cells that
improve power consumption and cell robustness while
providing the same performance as traditional SRAM cache.
The results showed that the proposed design improves
dynamic and static power compared to other state-of-the-art
cells while guaranteeing at least ~2X lower failure with less
than 1.5% area overhead.
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